2021 List of Participants
AICAT - AUSTRIAN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION &
AVIATION TECHNOLOGY

HICO-ICS GMBH

Austrian Industrial Cooperation & Aviation Technology–is the
One-Stop-Shop within the Austrian Federal Economic
Chamber (WKO) representing the interests of the Austrian
Industry in the Aeronautic Sector to show up potential
synergy and cooperation...

Leading software company in for integrated technical
logistics support systems (ILSS) and In-Service support
systems (ISS)

Austria

Austria
ISOVOLTA AG

PANKL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS EUROPE GMBH

We offer a wide range of products focusing on aviation
interior. In addition we have a high level of expertise in high
impact prepregs (radome) and high temperature prepregs
(cyanate ester based).

Pankl with it's operations in the US and Europe, serves the
global aerospace industry as a tier one supplier for complex
drive-train components, engine shafts, in-flight refuelling
tubes and landing-gear parts for fixed and rotary-wing
aircraft

Austria

Austria

WFL MILLTURN TECHNOLOGIES GMBH & CO KG

ANY-SHAPE S.A.

WFL is the only manufacturer worldwide that focuses
exclusively on the production of multifunctional turningboring-milling centers

Additive Manufacturing pour l'industrie en métal, plastique
et composites: Bureau d'étude et de co-conception,
production de pièces à haute valeur ajoutée par
technologie SLM, SLS, MJP et FDM Composites, Qualité
assessement et contrôle / testing.

Austria

Belgium
PRECIMETAL PRÉCISION CASTINGS - CASTINGPAR

SAFRAN AERO BOOSTERS

Investment casting - lost wax process - Steel and stainless
steel parts from 1g. to 50 kg / Finished parts, ready for use
Heat & surface treatments, machining.

Manufacturer of aircraft engines and associated parts
(propulsion, equipment and turbine facilities)

Belgium

Belgium
X-RIS

AEROSPACE BRAZIL - PQTEC

Up-todate solutions in Digital Radiology both in NDT and in
Security

The Cluster is a pioneer in Brazil, and acknowledgedly the
most important of its kind in Latin America. It gathers over
100 companies totaling over 15,000 jobs. Embraer, the third
largest aircraft manufacturer in the world, is its anchorcompany

Belgium

Brazil
AKAER ENGENHARIA S/A

UNIVERSAL PAINTING

Aircraft conception, development, production support,
systems integration analysis, complete structure

Specialized IN LOCO painting services, focused on air and
land transport sectors, industrial infrastructure and articles or
products of the production process in general, in addition
to all industrial machinery

Brazil

Brazil
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A.T.L.A.S. AERONAUTIK INC.

ABIPA CANADA INC

Specialises in the manufacturing and the assembly of
complex components made from hard metals for
mechanical systems and aircraft engines.

Manufactures, assembles and kits various aerostrucure,
engine and landing gear components for leading
aerospace OEM's. Provides machining, sheet metal
fabrication, welding and assembly. TIG & spot welding,
stamping, laser cutting & EDM

Canada

Canada
ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA TORONTO

AERO MONTREAL

Austrian Economic Chambers. We are modern service
providers and offer fast expert advice on topics from labour
laws to customs information

Québec’s Aerospace cluster

Canada

Canada
AEROSYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC

AIRBUS CANADA

Aerosystems International (ASI) is a long established,
Canadian based company, supplying aerospace
equipment and spectrum management products/services
to companies and agencies worldwide.

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most
modern and comprehensive aircraft family. Airbus North
America offers the innovative solutions of a global
aerospace and defense industry leader.

Canada

Canada

AKKA GROUPE AMERIQUE DU NORD INC.

ALPHACASTING INC

Aeronautical engineering and services to air transport

Alphacasting specializes in the production of innovative
and modern castings for the high-tech industry

Canada

Canada

ALTITUDE AEROSPACE

APPLICATIONS MOBILES OVERVIEW INC (VYOO)

Altitude Aerospace offers a wide range of engineering and
manufacturing services covering design, build, project
management, structural analysis and certification of new
products, aircraft modifications and repairs.

First 3D visual search engine (patented), usable on any
smartphone

Canada

Canada
ASSENT COMPLIANCE INC.

AVERSAN INC.

Assent's platform offers the insights needed to streamline
compliance and mitigate risks. Industry-Leading Software.
Simplify the Supply Chain. Regulatory Expertise.

Aversan is an ISO certified Engineering company providing
IT, Embedded Systems, and IV&V, software and hardware
development

Canada
AVIANOR GROUPE

Canada
BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON CANADA LTD

Canada

Helicopter manufacturer

Canada
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BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON CANADA LTD

BETA TECHNOLOGIES

Helicopter manufacturer

Canada
Canada

BLUEFIELD AEROSPACE CANADA INC.

BOLLORÉ LOGISTICS CANADA

Consulting

Global Logistics Delivery

Canada
BOMBARDIER AÉROSTRUCTURES ET SERVICES
D'INGÉNIERIE

Canada
BRAZIL EMBASSY TO CANADA
Trade Promotion Section

Bombardier is a global leader in aviation, creating
innovative and game-changing planes. Our products and
services provide world-class experiences that set new
standards in passenger comfort, energy efficiency, reliability
and safety.

Canada

Canada
BURLOAK TECHNOLOGIES INC.

CAE INC.

Canada's leading partner for highly engineered additive
metal and plastic components for demanding applications

Flight simulators

Canada

Canada
CAE INC.

CALOGY SOLUTIONS

Flight simulators

Your partner in addressing thermal issues with innovative
solutions

Canada

Canada

CAM-TAG INDUSTRIES INC

CITY OF MISSISSAUGA

Supplier of machined components to the aerospace
industry

Investment attraction of key aerospace manufacturers,
suppliers and service providers to Canada's largest
aerospace cluster

Canada

Canada

COORDINATE INDUSTRIES LTD

CREAFORM

High quality precision machined parts for the Aerospace,
Military, Medical and Automotive industries

Creaform Engineering has a long-standing experience in
delivering full-scale engineering services in product
development, industrial design, automation, dimensional
management, numerical simulation (FEA/CFD) and
advanced surface modeling

Canada

Canada
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CS COMMUNICATION & SYSTEMES INC

CYCLONE MANUFACTURING INC

CS conducts large, complex projects that include
development and maintenance of technical information
and real-time systems to satisfy the most rigorous
requirements for safety and operational reliability.

Canada

Canada
CZECHINVEST

DCM GROUP (AEROSPACE WELDING)

Offers among others a wide range of services to Canadian
companies who consider to locate its operations in the
Czech Republic or look for business or research partners.

Canada

Canada
DECOR EXPERTS EXPO

DELASTEK INC
Canada

Delastek counts on a team of enthusiasts focused on
innovation and achievement of excellence include
engineeing, design and quality product development for
major global aerospace and transportation customers.

Canada
DYNATHERM INSTRUMENTATION

ELIMETAL INC

Calibration & temperature sensors fabrication

Canada
Canada

EMBASSY OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC IN CANADA

FDC COMPOSITES INC

Embassy of the Czech Republic in Canada accompanying
6-8 Czech companies

Design et production de structures en composites pour
l'aeronautique

Canada

Canada

FIBROTEK ADVANCED MATERIALS

FLEET CANADA INC

Fibrotek, founded in 2000, is a company equipped to
answer all your needs in all machinable materials: •Metals
and alloys•Plastics•Composites.

Build to Print Aerostructures Manufacturer

Canada

Canada
GARRTECH INC.

GLOBAL PARTNER SOLUTIONS INC.
Canada

Recovery of critical situations at your suppliers: expediting,
follow-up recovery plan, relationship management. Supplier
Development: personalized audits, risk analysis, rate
readiness, capacity assessments and qualifications.

Canada
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GROUPE MELOCHE INC

GSNETWORKS

Precision machining, surface treatment, painting, assembly
and manufacturing engineering.

Wide selection of products and services to provide with a
single source for all cable connectivity needs

Canada
HEROUX DEVTEK INC.
Design, Test, and Qualification, Manufacturing to
Specifications, Maintenance and R&O, Research and
Development of Landing Gear systems for commercial, civil
and military aircraft

Canada
HEXAGON MANUFACTURING INTELLIGENCE CANADA
LIMITED
555 Michigan Drive, Suite 200 Oakville, ON CANADA L6L 0G4

Canada

Canada
HUTCHINSON FABRICATED SEAL SYSTEMS

IMP AEROSTRUCTURES

Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and
Mass Transit Markets.

Lean manufacturer and integrator of structural assemblies
and components.

Canada

Canada
INVESTISSEMENT QUÉBEC

JITBASE TECHNOLOGIES

Ministry of development of economic, innovation &
exportation

The “Just-In-Time” Database for Manufacturers

Canada

Canada
LATECOERE CANADA

LATESYS CANADA

Specialises in the customised design, industrialisation and
production of wiring systems, avionics racks and test
benches for the aeronautics, defence and space sectors

Structural and electrical design engineering services to the
aeronautics. The company also provides turnkey solutions
that span from design to delivery of production tooling,
automated lines and specialized equipment

Canada

Canada

LAUAK CANADA INC

LET'S WARP

Aerospace detail parts, sub assemblies and aircraft
structures

Creation and deployment of a modern Aerospace Quality
Assurance software for the aerospace industry that allow
uses of Wireless devices (IoT), virtual collaboration and
proper integration with generally used ERP, MES and PLM.

Canada

Canada
LGM MANAGEMENT ET CONSEIL INC.

LIBURDI ENGINEERING LIMITED

RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintenability, Safety) - Risk
Assessment

Providing specialized metallurgical, welding and software
technologies, systems and services to industry.

Canada

Canada
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LIMZ

LYNX INSPECTION

Perfect for the aerospace industry, the LIMZ biodegradable
& non-toxic degreaser and deoxidizer are a technological
advance in the market.

LynX Inspection has developed an innovative and ultra-fast
X-ray approach to visualizing inspections with 3D imaging.

Canada

Canada
M1 COMPOSITES TECHNOLOGY INC.

MDA CORPORATION

M1 Composites provides a range of comprehensive
services to customers in the aerospace industry. These
services include engineering, repair and manufacturing of
both composite and sheet metal components.

Canada

Canada
MECACHROME GROUP

MECACHROME GROUP

Machining, assembly and integration of large complex
assemblies and work packages for aerostructures and
engine structures. Machining of medium-large of gantry
beds and high speed machining. Engineering, design and
manufacturing

Machining, assembly and integration of large complex
assemblies and work packages for aerostructures and
engine structures. Machining of medium-large of gantry
beds and high speed machining. Engineering, design and
manufacturing

Canada

Canada

MECAER AMERICA INC

METAFIX INC.

Conception, ingénierie, intégration, assemblage, inspection
et entretien de composants aéronautiques de tous types.
L'entreprise est spécialisée dans les trains d'atterrissage pour
les hélicoptères et les avions légers.

Traduire cette page Metafix provides innovative systems in
the area of chemical handling and waste treatment.

Canada

Canada
MHI RJ AVIATION GROUP (MHIRJ)
Provides comprehensive critical operational, engineering
and customer support solutions including maintenance,
refurbishment, technical publications, marketing and sales
activities for the global regional aircraft industry.

MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CANADA AEROSPACE
(MHICA)
Tier 1 manufacturer of major aircraft structures and
assemblies

Canada

Canada
MODIS CANADA INC.

MONTREAL INTERNATIONAL

Modis delivers cross-industry expertise in technology and
digital engineering consulting, talent services and skilling to
enable digital transformation

Greater Montréal’s economic development agency for
foreign investment, international organizations and strategic
talents

Canada
MOOVINV INC.

Canada
MTLS AEROSTRUCTURES INC

Reseller of aeronautical material via a web platform.

Canada

MTLS Aerostructure is an aerospace engineering services
company

Canada
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NÉTUR INC

NSE AUTOMATECH

Nétur Inc. is a Tier-2 manufacturer of jet engines
components and assemblies. Nétur Inc. is a vertically
integrated manufacturer with in-house capabilities for
machining, processing and assembling, resulting in a
seamless integration of functions

NSE Group is an international industrial company whose
purpose is to design, build, and sell integrated systems (civil
and military). We are dedicated to give the best
performance in support services in the areas of Defense,
Aerospace, Electronics...

Canada

Canada

ONTARIO AEROSPACE COUNCIL (OAC)

OPAL-RT TECHNOLOGIES

Delegation of Aerospace Companies from Ontario Canada

OPAL-RT is the world leader in the development of PC/FPGAbased real-time simulators

Canada

Canada

PCM INNOVATION

PLACETECO INC

Fabrication and conception of Aerospace Tooling Gundrilling, Machining, Welding, Wire EDM, Laser tracker,
cutting tool

Thermoforming for Vacuum forming, twin sheet forming

Canada

Canada
POLISH INVESTMENT AND TRADE AGENCY

PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA CORP.

Polish Investment and Trade Agency (PAIH) works to
increase the inflow of investments to Poland and the
outflow of Polish FDI. It also does it best to intensify the Polish
exports.

Aerospace Commercial Engines and Global Services and
parts Manufacturing

Canada

Canada
PRECISION ADM

PROACTION INTERNATIONAL

Manufacturing solutions provider that uses Metal 3D Printing
and multi-axis machining to create parts and devices for
medical, aerospace, energy and more

Consulting

Canada

Canada
PROPULSION QUEBEC

RAMPF COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS

RALLIES the entire sector around joint projects aimed at
positioning Quebec as a global leader in developing and
implementing smart and electric modes of ground
transportation.

A leading expert in the manufacture of carbon fiber and
fiberglass composites parts for the aerospace and medical
industries.

Canada

Canada
REEL COH INC

SAFRAN LANDING SYSTEMS

Specialized in the design, engineering, manufacturing,
installation and start-up of lifting equipment for
hydroelectric projects of the largest producers of electricity
and their contracted engineering firms in North America

World leader in landing & breaking systems

Canada

Canada
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SHIMCO

SHIMIFREZ

World-leader in the manufacture of standard and custom
aerospace-grade shims, shim stock and machined parts, for
the OEM, Tier 1, defense and MRO aerospace market.

Global leader in fabricating precision photo chemically
etched and electroformed of micro metal components

Canada

Canada
SIC MARQUAGE INDUSTRIEL

SOLAXIS INGENIOSITE MANUFACTURIERE

Our international company develops innovative permanent
marking and automated identification solutions for the
complete traceability of industrial components.

Solaxis specializes in the precise design and manufacture of
functional prototypes, short series parts and specialized
tools, through innovative additive manufacturing
technologies (industrial 3D printing).

Canada
SONACA NORTH AMERICA

Canada
SONACA NORTH AMERICA

Approvisionnement pour usine d'usinage, formage,
traitement de surface et peinture, dans le domaine de
l'aéronautique.

Canada

Canada
START AERO

STATE OF BAVARIA QUEBEC OFFICE

Promoting the integration and commercialization of
disruptive technologies in the aerospace supply chain

Promotion and cooperation between Bavaria and Quebec
in all sectors of its mandate: economy, science, technology,
politics, culture, education, society and media

Canada

Canada

STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA INC

STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA INC

Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure
Manufacturer, Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube &
Pipes, Panel Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing
Chem Milling), Frozen Sealing Disribution Services, Design
Office Services, Tool Design

Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure
Manufacturer, Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube &
Pipes, Panel Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing
Chem Milling), Frozen Sealing Disribution Services, Design
Office Services, Tool Design

Canada
STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA INC

Canada
STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA INC

Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure
Manufacturer, Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube &
Pipes, Panel Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing
Chem Milling), Frozen Sealing Disribution Services, Design
Office Services, Tool Design

Canada

Canada
STIQ - SOUS TRAITANCE INDUSTRIELLE DU QUEBEC
Association of Québec manufacturers

Canada
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TERVENE

TESTIA CANADA INC

Tervene provides its clients with the technology and the skills
to control and improve their operational effectiveness in
today’s rapidly evolving economy.

The specialist in nondestructive diversifies Specializing in
nondestructive testing for aeronautics and space.
Worldwide Services.

Canada

Canada

THERMETCO

TRELLEBORG AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

Metal Heat Treating

Leading global supplier of sealing solutions. Our range of
products includes O-Rings , hydraulic seals , rotary shaft
seals , oil seals , static seals , pneumatic seals , mechanical
face seals and many more

Canada

Canada
ZEROKEY INC.

ZETANE SYSTEMS

Develops IoT sensor technology that provides 3D tracking
across large spaces and buildings.

Zetane is the solution of choice for accelerating progress
and getting your projects approved, funded and deployed.

Canada

Canada

LIAONING METAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

SHENYANG TQM AVIATION COMPONENTS CO., LTD

Design, R&D and manufacturing of aeronautic oxygen
cylinders and systems, fire extinguishers and systems

Manufacturing of Alunimum sheet metal parts and special
process for Alumimum Alloy

China

China

AERO VODOCHODY AEROSPACE AS

CERTICON A.S.

Manufacturing services concerning major airframe
assemblies and subassemblies, composite parts

IT services, Software development

Czech Republic

Czech Republic
DEVCOM SPOL. SRO

UPTIMAI

Design and manufacturing of avionics and other
specialized electronics.

SW Tooling

Czech Republic

Czech Republic
AD INDUSTRIE COMPOSITES

ADHETEC ADHESIVE SOLUTIONS

Mechanical engineering - Large technical parts and
mechanical assemblie - Industrialisation

France
France

AD'OCC

AEROSPACE CLUSTER AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

The Investment, Trade & Innovation Agency financed by
the Regional Council, offers free consulting for your
corporate location project in the Occitanie region.

Promoting Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes region Aerospace
industry.

France
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AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

AIRBUS OPERATIONS

Established leader in space transportation, satellite systems
and services

Constructeur Aéronautique

France

France
AIRBUS SAS (DELIVERY CENTRE)

ARMOR MECA
France

Expertise in complex part machining and subsystem
assembly

France
AUBERT & DUVAL (GROUPE ERAMET)

AUROCK

Production of special steels and superalloys - Forgin

Superplastic forming - Simulation of sheet metal forming

France

France

BT2I GROUP

BUSINESS FRANCE

Manufacturer of machining, sheet metal components, and
complex mechanical assemblies.

Business France is the national agency supporting the
international development of the French economy,
responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses,
as well as promoting and facilitating international
investment in France

France

France
CADNUM

CBS TRAVEL SAS

Cadnum is specialised in the design and the manufacturing
of moulds and special toolings

France

France
COMPTOIR GENERAL DU RESSORT (CGR
AERONAUTIQUE)

CORSE COMPOSITES AERONAUTIQUES

European leader in aerospace springs, sheet metal forming,
cutting, stamping, metal spinning

Corse Composites Aéronautiques (C.C.A) is recognized as
one of the top specialists in the development of complex
composite parts for aeronautics applications.

France

France
DAHER AEROSPACE

DAHER AEROSPACE

Aircraft builder, aerostructures manufacturer and provider
of industrial and logistical services

Aircraft manufacturer ; Aerostructure design and
manufacturer ; Composite and metallic design and build

France

France

DUQUEINE GROUP

EIFFAGE ENERGIE SYSTEMES - CLEMESSY SA

Specialized in the design and manufacture of parts and
technical composites subassemblies.

Production-design-electric power transformer. Automation
of industrial-GTC-IT industrial processes - Maintenance
Engineering

France
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FIGEAC AERO SA

GMP ADDITIV'

FIGEAC-AERO offers complete services to its customers from
the design phase to the manufacturing of aeronautical
subassemblies

High precision mechanical and micromechanical
machining

France

France
GOUVERNEMENT DU CANADA

HUTCHINSON CENTRE DE RECHERCHE & D'INNOVATION

Canadian Embassy in France - Trade services

Development of materials and special processes for interior,
cockpit and engines

France

France

INOPROD

JYP'AIR

Flow engineering, development of technical products, risk
management

JYP Air is an innovative company, aiming to build composite
aircrafts with disruptive technology.

France
LE CRENEAU INDUSTRIEL

France
MECA AERO CONSULTING

5 axis Machine tools, Machining robot

France
France

MECACONCEPT

MECADAQ GROUP

Special equipement manufacturer, machining cells,
assembly cells, robotic cells.

Machining of high precision components for Aerospace.

France

France
NEXTEAM GROUP

PRECICAST SA

Nexteam Group is a key player in the field of precision
mechanics and hard metal machining.

Investment casting - lost wax – Raw or fully finished
components- Steel - Stainless steel - Ni & Co Super-alloys Copper based. Air & vacuum melting & heat treatment –
NDT – Serie - Legacy - Rapid prototyping

France

France
RAFAUT

SAVOIE RECTIFICATION
France

Machining, forming, treatment, grinding, control

France
SOGECLAIR GROUP

TECALEMIT AEROSPACE

Major partner in engineering and a prime contractor for the
aerospace industry for each and all of its domains of
expertise and product line

Manufacturing aeronautical flexible and combined hoses,
aeronautical rigid metallic hoses, thermal and fire
protections, fittings for hoses and Machined components,
assembly of aeronautical subassemblies

France
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TECHNOPLANE

THALES ALENIA SPACE

Data analysis in industrial performance and inventory
reduction

Satellite systems and at the forefront of orbital infrastructures

France

France
THALES GLOBAL SERVICES FRANCE SAS

WEARE
France

Detail parts and complex sub-assemblies manufacturing
dedicated to aerospace, defense, space, medical, energie
& transport markets.

France
AIRCRAFT PHILIPP ÜBERSEE GMBH
Produces aircraft structures and engine components made
of aluminium, titanium, and also high temperature resistant
nickel-based alloys such as Inconel Hastelloy, and
Waspalloy. They also supply readyto-install mounted
assemblie

BERLIN PARTNER FÜR WIRTSCHAFT UND TECHNOLOGIE
GMBH
In light of global developments, such as urbanization,
digitalization and resource scarcity, one of the key
challenges for cities like Berlin is to ensure economic,
ecological and socially sustainable mobility

Germany

Germany

DIEHL DEFENCE GMBH & CO. KG

GMT GUMMI METALL TECHNIK-GMBH

Guided Missiles Air Defence Systems Ammunition
Reconnaissance and Protection Training Customer Support
Components and Packaging

GMT designs and manufactures tie-rods, shock-mounts and
bushings specifically developed for aircraft applications.
Through innovative solutions we have created a broad
range of stainless steel, aluminum, composite and titanium
tie-rod families

Germany

Germany
HAMBURG ENGINEERING

MATZEN & TIMM GMBH

<JETRO Buyer> Production Engineering for Primary Structure
of Aircrafts.

Design, Development, Production and Sales Hoses,
Formparts, Lightweight Solution, Noise Reduction Solution

Germany

Germany

MUBEA FLAMM AEROTEC GMBH & CO KG

OTTO FUCHS KG

Manufacturer of metallic, structural parts in the aviation
industry

Production of aluminium forgings, aluminium extrusions,
titanium, magnesium and nickel alloy forgings. Finished
parts: machined and painted of high-strength

Germany
S+D SPEZIALSTAHL HANDELSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
The S+D Speciality Metals Group is one of Europe’s largest
stockists for semi-finished high-performance materials like
titanium and titanium alloys, special stainless steel for
aviation and aerospace or nickel and nickel alloys

Germany

Germany
WIRTSCHAFTSFÖRDERUNG LAND BRANDENBURG GMBH
(WFBB)
Transport, Mobility and Logistics: a Major Cluster SharePrint
page A cluster that propels the German Capital Region Five
high-growth industries make up the Transport, Mobility and
Logistics cluster

Germany
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MAHINDRA AEROSTRUCTURES PVT LTD

A.L.A. SPA

Mahindra Aerospace is aerospace division of the Indian
multinational conglomerate company Mahindra Group. It is
the first Indian private firm to make smaller civil aircraft for
the Indian general aviation market

ADVANCED LOGISTICS FOR AEROSPACE : SERVICE PROVIDER
AND LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Italy

India
ADLER AERO SPA

ALMA SISTEMI SAS

Innovation and research on new materials to upgrade the
competitiveness level combined with design, production
and customer support.

Proposal Management, System Engineering, Mechanical
and Software Engineering for payload and satellite.
Mechanical Ground Support Equipment.

Italy

Italy

ARGO SRL

BYTEST SRL

Produces Techincal Rubber Components, O-Rings and Die
Cutting Gaskets in order to satisfy the different needs of all
its customers using the most modern technologies for
ensuring an highest quality level to our products at
competitive prices.

Services in special processes : Material Testing and Non
Destructive Testings -We are an Examination Center of
ITANDTB according to EN 4179, we can make NDT personnel
training and examination

Italy

Italy
CATE SRL

CO.ME.AR. SRL

Test Benches, Test Rooms, Data Acquisition Systems

Specialised in the production of highly complex
mechanical parts with a high level of industrialization,
vertically integrated supply and a free-pass full Quality
assurance.

Italy

Italy
CRIPPA SPA

DEAGLE SRL

For more than 70 years, we have been developing
innovative technological solutions in response to the
growing and changing demands from the market.

Our mission is to develop innovative and sustainable turnkey solutions to improve the quality of life by supporting the
customers through the integration of our skills and expertise.

Italy

Italy

D-ORBIT

FABRICA MACHINALE SRL - ROBOTICOM

We offer solutions based on proprietary technologies that
enable the optimization of operations both in orbit and on
the ground

Advanced robotic applications

Italy

Italy
HTT CENTRO AFFILATURA SRL

ICE- ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

Specialized in precision cutting Tools in solid carbide for
drilling, end-milling, reaming, countersinking.

Italian Trade Agency coming with a delegation

Italy
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LG TECHNOLOGY SRL

LMA SRL

Specialized in High Precision Mechanical Machining

Mechanical Machining for the Aerospace Industry

Italy

Italy

OEB SRL

OMA SPA

Specialised precision machine shop that makes titanium
and aluminium prototypes applied to sports competitions
and aerospace/ aeronautics.

Design, development and manufacture of aerostructures,
components for actuation systems

Italy

Italy
PIETRO ROSA TBM

PROGESA SRL

Aerostructural components and assemblies, compressor
airfoils (blades, vanes, IBRs, fanblades, VSVs) to the key
OEMs.

Offer a complete service of design and manufacturing,
with particular focus on aviation sector.

Italy

Italy
SELT SRL

TITANIUM INTERNATIONAL GROUP SRL

Recognized solution provider of complex and custom test
systems for aerospace industry, complex and integrated
custom electronic systems for aerospace and defence
electronic and support services.

Stock and distribution of Titanium, Nickel Alloys and Steel for
aerospace.

Italy

Italy
ASAHI KINZOKU KOGYO INC.

NORITAKE CO., LIMITED

Asahi Kinzoku Kogyo Inc. is one of the largest supplier of
surface treatment for aircraft parts in Asia, "One-Stop-Shop"
system is its remarkable characteristic that covers
Machining, NDT, Shot Peening, Anodizing, Plating, HVOF
Thermal Spray Coating

Manufacturing of 'Ceramic Cores' for 'Precision Investment
Casting' to manufacture high-precision 'stator vane' and
'blade' for 'Gas Turbines' and 'Jet Engines'

Japan

Japan
TECNISCO LTD

AEROSPACE MOROCCAN CLUSTER

Precision products provider for optoelectronics, electronics
and life science industries

Moroccan Aerospace Cluster

Morocco

Japan
AMDIE

AVIARAIL

Moroccan Investment Development Agency

Mechanical and electronic engineering company
specialized in the aeronautics, rail and energy sectors

Morocco

Morocco

CETIM MAROC DEVELOPPEMENT
Technical center for the mechanical industry

Morocco
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CTPC - CENTRE TECHNIQUE DE PLASTURGIE ET DE
CAOUTCHOUC

ENGIMA - MOROCCO AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
Mechanical Engineering & Construction

Technical Center for Plastics and Rubber

Morocco

Morocco
GIMAS

IMA SA - INSTITUT DES MÉTIERS DE L'AÉRONAUTIQUE

Moroccan Space and Aeronautical Industries Association

Morocco

Design, development and implementation of training
services, training engineering for the aviation industry and
other room rentals, workshop and other services

Morocco
MINISTÈRE DE L'INDUSTRIE, DU COMMERCE ET DE
L'ÉCONOMIE VERTE ET NUMÉRIQUE

NP MOROCCO - CLAYENS NP GROUP
Plastic - Injection - Overmolding - Assembly - Harnesses

The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Green and Digital
Economy

Morocco

Morocco
NTS MAGHREB

OB ELECTRONIQUE

NTS TECHNICS is a global engineering service provider for
aerospace, defence, automotive, and naval industries
offering cost effective tailored made solutions to our clients
with presence in Canada, Morocco, France, and UK.

Wiring of electronic boards, wired cabling, integration and
testing

Morocco

Morocco
SHERPA ENGINEERING - NOMADE

SIMRA MAROC

Engineering

Precision mechanics and machining for the aerospace
industry

Morocco
SPECIAL ACIERS ET TRAITEMENTS THERMIQUES

Morocco
STRUCTURAL AEROSPACE MOROCCO - AVIAGROUP
INDUSTRIES

Special steels and thermal treatments

Morocco

Key player in complex Metal Aerostructures, customized
thermal management solutions, leader in High-Performance
Aluminium Tubes

Morocco
ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.U.
Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures
for the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value
Chain offer to the final client a completed product: Design
y Calculation, Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing,
Subassembly

EXTENDA- EMPRESA PÚBLICA ANDALUZA DE
PROMOCIÓN EXTERIOR S.A.
Trade promotion agency of Andalucia (Delegation of
companies)

Spain

Spain
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GAZC, GRUPO AERONAUTICO ZONA CENTRO, SA

SEVILLA CONTROL S.A.

Spanish leading manufacturer of metalic parts, covering
machining, sheet metal, surface treatments, assembly

Design and manufacturing of integral packages. Design,
material purchasing, manufacturing of metalic and
electrical detail parts, final processes, aeroestrctures
assemblies, support and aircraft transformations

Spain

Spain
TITANIA, ENSAYOS Y PROYECTOS INDUSTRIALES S.L.

UKRAINIAN ASSOCIATION OF HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISES
AND CORPORATIONS COSMOS

Quality control testing of aerospace materials

Spain

Ukraine Aerospace and Defense Corporation Association

Ukraine

TRITECH GROUP LTD

AIRBUS AMERICAS

Supplier of aluminium and stainless steel investment castings

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most
modern and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North
America offers the innovative solutions of a global
aerospace and defense industry leader.

United Kingdom

USA
AIRTECH SUPPLY, INC.

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS INC.

CNC sheet metal machining operation: sheet metal routing
of complex shapes; water-jet machining of titanium,
stainless, and composites; and Brake Press and Aluminum
Hydro Forming

High-Reliability Voltage and Current Sensors for Harsh
Environments

USA

USA
AMERICAN AIKOKU ALPHA INC

AVANTUS AEROSPACE

AIKOKU ALPHA is one of the world’s most sought-after
manufacturers of the structural aerospace components,
engine parts, and impellers that require this sophisticated
technology.

Avantus Aerospace's (formerly Shimtech Group) Fastener
Divisions include three manufacturing facilities in the US.
Avantus Aerospace manufacturing divisions have four in the
United States, three in Europe and one in Mexico.

USA
BODYCOTE
Thermal spray coating application (HVOF, plasma spray),
heat treating, vapor phase aluminizing (VPA), platinum
plating and other special processes for aircraft engines,
landing gear and airframe components

USA
CAM DEVELOPMENT & MICRO COMPONENTS INC.
CADMICO
USA

USA
CONCEPTS NREC

ENSINGER INC

Full-service turbomachinery design and development

Manufacture of components or assembled systems, for both
Aerospace and Defense applications, using thermoplastic
materials.

USA

USA
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ETEZAZI INDUSTRIES, INC

EURO-COMPOSITES CORP.

Manufacturing and Assembly

USA

Ready-to-assemble parts and structures, formed and / or
milled composites parts, panels, laminates, and honeycomb
core materials

USA
FINAL REV DESIGN & CONSULTING

G ZERO

Specializes in Engineering and outsource Manufacturing of
Aerospace Tooling and Marine Industry solutions, all with
strong Project Management oversight

CNC Machine Shop offering state-of-the-art equipment,
certified business practices and a dedicated team. We can
meet your production requirements for prototyping and
long or short run jobs. We also offer our customers overflow
project support

USA

USA
HAYNES INTERNATIONAL

JONAL LABORATORIES
USA

Researchers, Engineers, and Manufacturers of Custom High
Temperature Elastomeric Seals and Products

USA
KAMAN AEROSPACE

LEGGETT & PLATT AEROSPACE

Kaman Aerospace produces and markets widely used
proprietary aircraft bearings and components; complex
metallic and composite aerostructures for fixed and rotor
aircraft

Welded and seamless tubing (Titanium, Inconel, Stainless
Steel, Aluminum), tube bending, welding and precision
machining to support tube/duct fabrication and assemblies

USA

USA
NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC

NECT2US

Contract manufacturer of precision deep and shallow
drawn metal stampings and enclosures in difficult-to-draw
metals for the aerospace industry

Explores your US footprint project

USA

USA
OMNISEAL SOLUTIONS - SAINT-GOBAIN

QORE8

Designer and manufacturer of critical, engineered seals
and polymer solutions, focused product portfolio of sealing
solutions that includes spring-energized seals & rotary lip
seals and Ameriseal® metal seals

Qore8 provides automated solutions needed for intelligent
digital asset creation, management and collaboration

USA

USA
QUADRA-TEK

STEPHENS PRECISION INC.

Thermoset molding, thermoplastic injection molding,
assembly services, insert molding

Manufacturing facility in Vermont registered to ISO 9001,
AS9100:2009 (rev C) and ITAR and specializing in the
fabrication of mechanical assemblies, components, and
tooling

USA

USA
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SUPPLYON NORTH AMERICA

TITANIUM INDUSTRIES INC

SupplyOn provides Supply Chain software and services to
aerospace companies in the United States

Titanium Industries provides quality products, at competitive
prices, with the quickest deliveries. We have 14 worldwide
locations and offer the largest selection of titanium bar,
plate, sheet, pipe, tube and more as well as the most value
added

USA

USA
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

UPSTATE SC ALLIANCE

Assistance to US exporting companies

Economic development entity promoting multi-county
regions within the state of South Carolina

USA

USA

VERMONT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

VERMONT GLOBAL TRADE PARTNERSHIP

The Vermont Chamber of Commerce is on a mission: to
help its members grow their businesses and the Vermont
economy

International Trade & Foreign Investment

USA
USA

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

WIND RIVER SYSTEMS INC

The Washington State Department of Commerce offers nocost international trade assistance to Washington
companies.

USA

USA
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